Rochester Section Meeting – Tuesday, June 2, at Noon

The next monthly Rochester Section business meeting is on Tuesday, June 2, at 12:00 PM, at the Hibachi Sushi Buffet Restaurant in South Town Plaza on Jefferson Road (Route 252) just west of West Henrietta Rd. (Route 15). Any IEEE member is invited to attend. Lunch is only $5 for IEEE members. No reservation or RSVP is needed, just show up.

Congratulations to our newest Senior Members

Three Rochester Section members were elevated to Senior Member status at the most recent Senior Member Panel meeting in Taipei, Taiwan.

Congratulations to:

Robert Boyd, a member of the Photonics Society.
Greg Gdowski, a member of the Engineering in Medicine and Biology and the Consumer Electronics Societies.
Peter Stubler, a member of the Computational Intelligence and the Signal Processing Societies.

Goodbye, and thanks

After serving as your newsletter editor for many years, I stepped down earlier this year, but continued until a new editor was found.

With the next issue of the newsletter, which will be in August, Anh Karam will be your newsletter editor. I am confident that she will bring new vigor and fresh ideas into this essential tool of communication between the section and its members, and I urge all members to offer their support and encouragement. -30-
IEEE at the E3 Fair

Joe De Vita promoting engineering to middle-school students
Rochester Chair Greg Gdowski calling the square dance
University of Rochester student group outreach to middle-school kids

Hello, we're from the IEEE, can you say IEEE?

Introducing the reality of mind-numbing, all-text, PowerPoint slides to the children
Now this is better; it looks like the Death Star and could be interesting

Demonstrating the build it yourself laser death ray